My good wishes to the Class of 1978 and to the school which has meant so much to my special graduate.

Edith Gross

BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 1978
STARWOOD AGENCY, INC.

Membership in the
BAR ASSOCIATION OF NASSAU COUNTY
offers practising lawyers

- A headquarters building with dining room, library and meeting facilities

- Continuing education seminars and programs

- Group insurance plans and other special services

For an application visit our office at 15th and West Streets, Mineola, N.Y. 11501 - or write us - or call us at 516-747-4070.
GOOD LUCK, CLASS OF 1978

We're with you when it counts . . .

CROSSING THE BAR

Sunset and evening star,
And one clear call for me!
And may there be no foaming of the bar,
When I put out to sea,

But such a tide as moving seems asleep,
Too full for sound and foam,
When that which drew from out the boundless deep
Turns again home.

Twilight and evening bell,
And after that the dark!
And may there be no sadness of farewell,
When I embark;

For tho' from out our bourne of Time and Place
The flood may bear me far,
I hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crost the bar.

Alfred Lord Tennyson, 1889
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Why BRC is not
just another bar review
course...

it’s the best.

The Josephson Bar Review Center (BRC) has literally revolutionized the concept of bar reviewing by applying principles of learning and testing psychology to the unique problem of bar preparation. With the same professional expertise that resulted in the Sum and Substance of Law series of books and tapes, BRC developed a truly unique bar review program now offered in 14 states.

Several other bar courses have imitated the BRC approach, but usually the imitation has been limited to cosmetic features or the use of programmed learning language in promotional literature. Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, but it is also a real source of confusion.

Please take a few minutes to look into each course in detail. You won’t be sorry and we will be happy to help you get through the bar exam.

1. BRC gives the only comprehensive diagnostic pre-test in each bar tested area with computer evaluation of each student and page and line references for incorrect answers.

2. BRC gives each student comprehensive practice on New York-type essay questions and more attorney-graded individualized critiques than any other course.

3. BRC provides the nation’s only true programmed learning system (PLS) with an integrated pacing and feedback program of personalized reinforcement.

4. BRC provides detachable Capsule Outlines and complete professor-written and signed New York Law Summaries.

5. BRC provides extensive lectures, written materials and actual practice on effective bar exam techniques — both essay and objective questions.

6. BRC provides individual professor experts in each course area and integrated problem sessions emphasizing current New York cases and typical cross-over questions.

We will make every effort to allow you to look us over so you can take advantage of our tremendous early enrollment benefits. Call us or talk to one of your campus reps.

BRC
The course that others imitate

1500 Broadway, Suite 501, New York, NY 10036, 212/730-7749

176-27 Union Turnpike
Flushing, New York
(212) 969 - 7173/7174
And now, dear faculty, some parting shots:

To Professor Champlin - Admission to the New York State Bar.
To Professor Gregory - An unbroken chain of conspiracy & uncola nuts.
To Professor Kessler - 15 Brooks Brothers suits.
                      (with matching ties)
To Professor Diamond - 30 Brooks Brothers suits.
                      (with matching shirts)
To Professor Mahon - Some answers.
To Professor Kadane - A ten speed tricycle with directional signals,
                      snow tires and a rumble seat.
To Professor Twerski - 48 hour days & the perfect case.
To Professor Rabinowitz - 10 years... make that 20 years.
To Professor Resnick - C.W. Post.
To Professor Friedman - Warren Burger's FBI file.
To President Shuer - A pedometer.
To Professor Angel - A black leather motorcycle.
To Professor Schmertz - A Dale Carnegie Course.
To Dean Monter - The New York Yankees.
To Professor Agata - An English interpreter.
To Professor Ginsberg - Some solid waste.
To Professor Posin - A visit from Sun Yung Moon.
To Professor Filler - An audit from the IRS & a trip to Las Vegas.
To Professor Friedman - Downers.
To Professor Soloff - Uppers.
To Professor Hirschson - Another year's sabbatical.
To Professor Lane - Idi Amin's notes on International Law & a wristwatch.
To Professor Rush - Luminescent chalk & a P.A. system.
To Professor Ordoover - Vitamin E.
To Professor Silverman - EST.
To Professor Wypyski - A bouncer & 3 rings of kielbasi.

Some truths, some lies - remember its just all in fun.
Any room for improvement?
We wish you as much luck as you wish us.
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